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ARCHIVES AS CULIURAL CENTRES:
THE MAIJTA E)PERIENCE
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The designation of this new framework and the f,lfillment of this
ut understanding advocacy - the
influences the destiny of (a) host
hemselves, and (c) the archivists,

n integrated process that motivates
;. It is thus of the utmost importance

to communicate the value and explain the consequence o? record
keeping to management and to .À-rrrrity in the'dissemination of
culture; to the first in order to finance prog.r--.s, to the second to
instill interest in them. Failing to underitani ,d'ro.r.y will result in a
cultural programme that stru-ggle or fail to fulfill it, aim. - 

--

framework of attitudes and infra-
plied to create public programmes
in turning archives into cultural

al of the Malta experience.

. . (1) Those forming the archiues and working within (conscious thatwithout internal srppon no curturar p.og.rà-. wil succeed) are
trained and urged:

- to increase knowledge that is to be appried in research activities,
and

- to broaden the benefits of research results and the base of
support.

(2) Those interested in researcrt and the eventual diffusion of
culture are provided with:

- we-lcoming and comfonable centres,
- helpfirl staff, and

-r^ __ 1, 
p.pp.r, guide to all deposits: a short, clear, and precise

oescnpuve hand-Iist.

(3) Students are initiated in the knowledge on archives:

.r^ - _ 
by-r."y.rìg interest in the-past in socii ,.i."..l.rr"ns through

the no!ù/ standard write-up of a life-history basing themselves o., 
^., 

ofd
familv photo and an interview with their.ià..,airir.r. ,itì.iÌà1.*.a,

^. - I by promoting knowledg e on archives as culturJ-i.rriitrtio.rr;
that ls their meaning,-ro!.e-, and function, with special reference to thé
complexity of research. This knowledge is furrhir widened

- by visits ra archives. The en.rrLg surprising rho.k of shelves
crammed with dust-raden volumes is"used' 

^. 
; ;;;i";tÀr.d fo.

deepening the students' knowledge on ;À"-;.;""i d-ffiit. ,.,dexplaining the rewards of research. 
"
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Except for step one, specially trained teachers,

that in thi majority of ca hivists are obliged to take

the initiative to promote d culture.

(4) The general public is being made aware of the cultural value

of archives by:

- exhibiiions that aim to educate, inform, entertain, and delight;

exhibitions that are held on special occasions and anniversaries;

- talks illustrated with dòcuments from the archives;

6) The cultural-rninded tourist is being satisfied by:-

- archival itineraries that point out the most significant posses-

sions;
publications that ansvù/er related queries'

(6) 'Web suders are helPed:

It is important that, from time to time, the archivist review the

developin
- ly erall performance in order to identify its

stfengthi needs;- j' by from peers and users on how well they are
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